Airline Economics Report
Report sample and subscription details

The Airline Economics Report delivers unique insight into the airline industry
• Covering three separate geographies (Asia Pacific, Europe, and the Americas), the report brings
together data from airline annual reports, investor updates, and regulatory filings
• The reports are built on the web-based Power BI platform, allowing users to interact with the data and
customising it as needed
• Data can be exported for further analysis by the user if required

• The Asia Pacific report covers 45 airlines and airline groups
• Total data points exceeds 125,000

• The European report covers 31 airlines and airline groups
• Total data points exceed 150,000

• The Americas report covers 23 airlines and airline groups
• Total data points exceed 150,000
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The home page provides easy one-click navigation to each of the report modules

• Each module can
be accessed from
the home page

• The report has 37
modules
designed to
analyse specific
aspects of an
airline’s operation
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The report includes uniquely constructed measures rarely seen in other industry reports collected
in one place
Advanced measures include:
•

Fleet complexity index
•
•
•
•

•

ASK weighted exchange rate
•
•
•
•

•

We compute average passenger weight assumptions by using the RTK, RFTK and RPK data of airlines where available, which is an important parameter in understanding fuel consumption

Fleet Average Age and Financing
•
•

•

We present measures of both fuel and labour productivity computed as the ratio of ASKs to the relevant quantity of fuel and labour inputs in addition to standard measures of fleet productivity, which can be
used to understand movements in CASK

Average Passenger Weight Assumption
•

•

A weighted share price is constructed for the Asia Pacific market, the LCCs for the Asia Pacific market and the FSAs for the Asia Pacific market
Useful to measure the performance of an airline’s share price against the larger group

Productivity measures
•

•

There are three ASK-weighted exchange rates constructed – for the total market, for LCCs in the market and for FSAs in the market
The total market ASK-weighted exchange rate is constructed by taking the share of ASKs in total market ASKs of each airline and multiplying this by an index of the USD exchange rate relevant to each airline
The LCC/FSA ASK-weighted exchange rate is constructed by taking the share of ASKs of each LCC/FSA airline and multiplying this by an index of the USD exchange rate relevant to each LCC airline.
The exchange rate is constructed to understand the extent of the movements in the exchange rate in the region as a whole, which may in turn be used to understand the potential impact on costs, yields and
revenue

Share price index
•
•

•

A measure of the diversity of an airline’s fleet
Ranges from 0 (perfectly diverse) to 10,000 (single fleet type)
Can be used to answer questions regarding impact of fleet types on airline cost structures
A baseline metric to compare across airlines

We present a breakdown of the average age of different airline fleets where the data is available and the method of financing (lease versus ownership).
We also provide a detailed breakdown of aircraft types

Average Sector Lengths
•

We compute both passenger and freight average sector lengths which is used to understand why CASK may differ across airlines
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How can the data set be used? You can examine a single airline across time for a range of metrics,
with splits by total network, domestic and international if the data is available

Data is
presented in
easy to read
graphs

Data in raw
format is also
provided
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How can the data set be used? You can compare two or more airlines across time
Use the report
controls to
analyse data
across airlines
and data ranges
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How can the data set be used? You can compare airlines at a single point in time
Users can select
a single date to
compare
airlines across a
specific period
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How can the data set be used? You can analyse the market, split by Low Cost Carriers, Full Service
Airlines, or the Total

Airlines have also
been grouped by
business model
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Users can subscribe to an individual report (such as the Asia Pacific) or to all three reports
• Reports are updated either quarterly or half-yearly depending on region
• Asia-Pacific is half-yearly
• Europe and U.S.A data is updated quarterly
Asia Pacific

Europe

The Americas

• $500 USD / Year

• $750 USD / Year

• $750 USD / Year

• Data presented in
6 month intervals

• Data presented in
3 month intervals

• Data presented in
3 month intervals

All 3 reports (best value)

• $1,500 USD / Year

• To subscribe, please submit a registration request through our website, www.redwatercg.com
• A member of our team will process payment and approve your access

• Reach to us at contact@redwatercg.com if you would like to learn more
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